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Soros Judge Releases Suspect Accused of Spraying Street
With AR-15
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It appears that Hungarian communist
billionaire George Soros has planted pro-
criminal, leftist subversives in more than the
prosecutorial arm of the legal system.

He also has pro-criminal judges doing his
dirty work; i.e., making city streets safe for
criminals.

In this case, the judge is the undistinguished
Lloyd U. Nolan, Jr., a magistrate in
Washington, D.C.’s, Superior Court.

Nolan, a “progressive” with financial ties to
Soros, sprung a “teen” from jail after the
teen was charged with unleashing a
hurricane of lead from what appeared to be
a short-barreled AR-15.

Man on HOUSE ARREST after allegedly firing an AR-15 26 times at a car with four people in
it in D.C.https://t.co/64TkdZaLAo

— Kathryn Watson (@kathrynw5) May 8, 2024

The Shooting

The shooting suspect is one Amonte Moody, 18.

On April 22 at about 2:20 a.m., WJLA reported, surveillance cameras caught him blazing away in the
1700 block of Independence Avenue, Southeast, in the city’s dangerous Anacostia section.

“In the first video, a young male is seen opening an alleyway fence, running down the side street and
shooting at a vehicle leaving the location,” the station observed about the video:

The shooter appears to be using a military-style assault weapon with an extended magazine.

The unknown individual can be seen walking backward on Independence Ave. as he fires his
weapon. At least fifteen muzzle flashes can be spotted.

In the first obtained video, a young male is seen opening an alleyway fence, running down
the side street and shooting at a vehicle leaving Washington, DC's Independence Ave.

The shooter appears to be using a military-style assault weapon with an extended magazine.
@TND pic.twitter.com/FGmrGNspN1

— Gary M. Collins (@realgarycollins) April 22, 2024
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Another view of the shooting captured an SUV hurtling down the street as the gunfire continued.

WJLA later reported that Moody blazed away at a car carrying four people. Shots fired: 26.

That sounds like attempted murder, but alas, Moody was charged with only endangerment with a
firearm, possession of a weapon, and assault, station continued.

The Release

Whatever the charges, Nolan apparently didn’t think that Moody’s crime was all that bad.

On May 3, he released Moody to house arrest with a GPS monitor.

Prosecutors raised the obvious point, WJLA reported:

The defendant [Moody] fired 26 rounds, littering the street with shell casings. Anyone who
happened to walk into that street at the moment could have been killed as an innocent
bystander.

Prosecutors also argued that Moody dismantled and hid the weapon, Fox News reported.

Nolan found that logic unpersuasive.

Soros Torpedo

And with good reason.

Fox News also reported that Nolan “has a social media presence filled with progressive activism and a
financial link to progressive mega donor George Soros.”

Nolan donated to “Gideon’s Promise, a group founded in 2007 through a fellowship from George Soros’
Open Society Foundations on behalf of a professor named Jonathan Rapping,” the network reported:

Rapping, a professor at Atlanta’s John Marshall Law School, developed the venture, which is
“devoted to training and supporting public defenders across the Southeastern United
States.”

“We envision a nation where every person has access to zealous, outstanding legal
representation necessary to ensure ‘equal justice for all’ in the criminal justice arena,” the
Gideon’s Promise website states. 

“Our programs and partnerships are uniquely tailored to support and strengthen the
efficacy of public defenders as a critical part of systemic criminal justice reform. Public
defenders are frontline advocates for the accused in this country and we are committed to
nurturing and developing their skills at every career level to produce fairer outcomes for
America’s most vulnerable citizens.”

That’s leftist code for “we do what we can to put dangerous criminals back on the streets after they
commit heinous crimes.”

Gideon legman Nolan is on board with that program.

“The defense ‘relied heavily’ on the fact that Moody had no prior encounters with law enforcement, and
he was provided educational support and family and community resources,” a spokesman for the court
told Fox. 
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As well, “Nolan conducted a very thorough hearing … and spoke directly with [Moody] the
consequences of violating any portion of the release conditions,” the spokesman added.

Another Shooting

The Moody shooting is similar to another 11 days later.

Federal prosecutors charged two young men with assault, intent to murder while armed, and assault
with intent to kill while armed in a similar shooting.

On May 3, Saki Frost, 17, and Azhari Graves, 18, opened fire near Dunbar High School, prosecutors
allege.

A witness heard the gunfire and, as with Moody, a surveillance camera caught the two “running down
an alleyway holding firearms prior to the shooting.”

As well, video captured the shooting, with Frost firing toward a car, prosecutors allege. The footage
also shows Graves holding a firearm “with the slide locked to the rear of the weapon, indicating that the
weapon had been fired.”

Cops recovered 29 shell casings and fragments from the exterior of the school. Six bullets hit the school
and one grazed a student.

Unlike Moody, the two are being held without bond.

Nolan’s view must be that someone must get hit with a bullet before spraying a street with an AR-15
becomes a jailable crime. 

Soros Prosecutors

So Soros isn’t just pumping millions into the election of leftist prosecutors such as Alvin Bragg. Aside
from prosecuting Donald Trump to wreck his presidential candidacy, the pro-criminal Manhattan
District Attorney charged a hero Marine with second-degree murder for stopping a maniac from
possibly committing murder on a subway.

Through Gideon’s Promise, Soros is also funding public defenders who defend violent criminals.

In other words, he’s gaming the criminal justice system by funding both sides.

And now, we learn, at least one judge is pumping money into one side of those cases, and then helping
it by releasing a dangerous suspect.
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